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Angels are among us; when you find 
them, cherish their presence everyday.

-Fortune Cookie 

Every Angel is terrifying.
-Rilke 





GRACE HOLES

She needs to let go: loosen up, walk in 
the woods, do Reiki, light some incense 
and candles, go swimming, relax. It's 
hard to peel herself away from the 
computer. Her instincts are calling out 
for fullness, satisfaction, totality, 
pleasure. She desires to be full of 
wisdom, hope, but it is turning out that 
she is permanently stuck in front of the 
computer. Immovable. Her mind has 
her glued to the screen. She feels she 
is wasting her life. She wants 
experience and she wants to feel 
whole, connected, revitalized. She 
senses water flooding her 
subconscious, watering over the 
inflammation; her liver swells, there is 
smoke rising from her pores. Her desire 
is urgent. Her attachments to external 
things; to her parents, to a job, to an 
image of herself are colliding with 
dream-waves. She is already dying, 
already out of tune with a pure life. She 
desires pleasure, leisure, boredom, she 
desires emptiness and open 
indifference. She desires to be 
someone who doesn’t feel and 



experience in the negative, but who 
feels and experiences as if the negative 
didn’t exist. She thinks pleasure means 
cooking good food, harnessing erotic 
energy in everyday life to experience 
mind blowing sex, she thinks pleasure 
is sustaining a routine of recitation, 
prayer and an allegiance to energies 
that flow beyond human 
consciousness. She thinks leisure is 
staring at a wall, meditating, art-making, 
dancing, singing, walking. She thinks 
boredom is thinking without a goal. This 
would be a full life, a vacuumed life, in 
some ways a dumb life. There would be 
an absence of context, even if she read 
books and watched films, there would 
be an absence of knowing the world. 
This is thinking in the negative. This is 
what she suffocates herself with. 

She wants to be close to god. She 
wants to write close to god, to create a 
world within this world that is tangible 
and livable if only through her words. 
But even on the page the negative is 
released. It cannot be contained. The 
extreme is lived and the extreme is 
written. 



Dialectic is the extreme; the 
handlebars, the core, the ‘and’. 

The words and words, the circles. 
Words bring us closer and closer to 
something we can never actually hold 
or touch or get to, but each 
conversation feels a little closer, it's an 
illusion, but a strong one, and then it 
gets twisted just because we are 
tangible, physical objects we feel close 
to each other, but that's also an illusion. 
We are the stand in objects for the 
unknown unreachable thing. We are the 
forms of the universe. We fill in the 
void. We are its angels. We are all 
angels. And isn’t that the scariest part? 

Form: Infusing impulse into the ordinary 
desire to create a gesture in the world 



greater than that which one may 
tangibly, or instantly conceive. 

So that this desire (for the creation of 
form) is through
Unconscious, mystical devices lifted out 
of everyday
Motivations into a set of motivations 
unclassifiable in any 
Genre, society, government, or product 
oriented market place. 

This is not to say that the desire for the 
creation of form
Cannot be made into a product, 
But that its motivations cannot begin
With product making—

1. Don’t know what I’m doing 
2. Know the culture is coming 

undone 
3. Where do I fit?
4. Maybe I shouldn’t want to fit
5. Get a job
6. Fuck up my resume
7. Write something empty
8. submit
9. regret
10. reflect



11.explode

The relationship between form—(the 
desire for a gesture
Greater than that which one may 
tangibly or instantly conceive), 
—and impulse
Have roots in the dialectic between the 
desire for order and chaos, 
Being naked and being clothed, being 
man and being woman. 

At the root of dialectic is dialectic itself. 
That one requires another. 

I can’t help but worry that maybe you’re 
really crossing a line with my liver, that 
you’re crossing a few with my lungs; the 
acupuncturist tells me that my spleen 
eats my liver, wind overtakes earth, and 
it’s real fiery in there, a medicinal 
observation, out right absurd given the 
laundry list of qualifications she had to 
accomplish before I could score, but I 
think she might be getting somewhere 
because she never prescribes a 
remedy, she never makes me pay, she 
never begs me to watch her work her 
spleen magic. There’s no chase just 



lying and waiting for her to find me an 
hour later all pricked and horny and 
flushed, I can’t take my eyes off her I 
think I might pile over and die right here 
on the spot, but Reggi says you “gotta  
paint a lot of shit before you hit the 
magic” and so I guess that’s what I try 
to do just wait and balance, try not to 
get too anxious that everything is so 
boring, so tiresome, that I feel like a 
passive idiot chugging stale wine, that I 
feel lazy, soft. Just do nothing until 
something hits, until the feeling is so 
wired and upset I can’t move anywhere 
except right here, right where I must go 
without order or instruction, without 
form, just to feel those passions taking 
over me and those words and colors 
and faces and feelings erupting through 
each vessel into a long awaited purge, 
a hot bath, a lavender scrub, a day in 
Syria with Anderson Cooper.

vomit cum spit
rub drugs hard entitled

love crime forest rub my back
slayer witch hunt 

bitch cunt
black



This lightness wearies on empty 
because what draws me to life is the 
excitement of it…“My ideals are all for 
order; but ideals are very boring in the 
face of lifefullness, where my instinct is 
all for chaos and tension…I generate it. 
The vision adjusts the act of tension, 
which is all feeling—sensitive to the 
point of a scream of displacement, 
unbalance, flux—to its underlying 
organic structure which is an order; I 
can think of nothing organic which 
cannot be understood this way.”  

In a letter to Filmmaker Stan Brakhage 
Carolee Schneeman wrote primarily 
about painting. Her ‘vision’ is literally 
the vision she aspires to on canvas. 
Her vision which begins as a desire for 
order is overpowered by her instinct for 
chaos, but her vision is so strong that 
through it she is able to contain her 
various screams and let that tension 
manifest an underlying order which she 
calls organic. Not only through the rapid 
tension that persists out of ‘lifefullness’, 
but through a vision that is equally 
persistent can she comprehend an art-



force that is contained fluxus; a space 
where instinct and vision comprehend 
and guide each other into the 
manifestation of a complex object that 
desires order, is repelled by order, 
allows for chaos, and allows order to 
contain chaos. 

When I was fourteen I gave my first 
blow job. When I was fifteen instead of 
writing an essay about “chiaroscuro” in 
Othello I wrote my teacher a six page 
description of giving my boyfriend a 
blow job; the psychology of it as well as 
the physical process. I included the fact 
that if I put as much time into writing 
essays as giving blow jobs I would 
probably do better in school. She wrote 
a two page response in bright green ink 
all over the back pages. Her note 
began with this statement:

Nellie-
This made me very 

uncomfortable. 

God and work are opposed to one 
another. God is within impulse as work 
is within form. Work moves away from 



god though it circles back into him, like 
Yeats’ gyre. 

Work produces. God, though he is the 
great producer, produces nothing. 
Capitalism opposes god directly 
because it claims it produces 
everything. Capitalism is the master 
system of making objects, of 
abandoning god. 

God wants me to love him. I sense it 
because he tortures me. If he didn’t 
torture me why would I need him? 

NINA HAGEN: I am very much involved 
with god and he is my best friend and 
he is um living in heaven and he loves 
me very much and so do I love him very 
much and we talk all the time and jesus 
said you have to do it all the time 
otherwise it’s not happening and that’s 
why I’m doing it all the time hehehehe. 

SIMONE WEIL: Denial of Saint Peter. 
To say to Christ: ‘I will never deny 
Thee’ was to deny him already, for it 
was supposing the source of 
faithfulness to be in himself and not in 



grace. Happily, as he was chosen, this 
denial was made manifest to all and to 
himself. How many others boast in the 
same way—and they never understand.

Words are miniscule objects. Each 
word, each character defiles its own 
sentiment. 

Energy is ripe at this core. 
Energy weighs nothing 
But expectation. Energy is free of form
And will not become an object and will 
not be sold.

The words of god are not god. Words 
are not god. Words are words. Words 
wish they could live without human 
beings. Words wish they could live.

“Every time I work well from the figure I 
“break” with the figure; for I don’t want 
“it”. I want its limitless possibilities for 
forms and spacial expressiveness.” 
Carolee is not looking at a thing for the 
purposes of imitation, she does not 
want “it”—she wants to rupture it, she 
wants the impossible, imaginary, tantric 
metastasis of it…she wants to lay it out, 



to see it grow out of the canvases 
sediment into its own potential 
lifefullness, its organic hypnotisms that 
link order and instinct and resettle art 
into a pasture of aching expression. 

I don’t want ‘it’. 
You have to break the ‘I’ from the inside 
out. You have to break god from the 
inside out. You have to lose god. You 
have to fill the void, fill the holes. You 
have to live. You have to die. 

I don’t want ‘it’.

There is empty space inside me. There 
are holes 
Waiting to be filled up. There is my 
pussy. There is my soul
Holes waiting to be filled up. 

Every angel is terrifying. 

I don’t know what would happen
If I left them unfilled. I don’t know what
Would happen if I left them unfilled. 

Affliction is the surest way to control 
someone. It’s how abusive husbands 



secure their wives. It’s how dictators 
secure their people. 

When I feel god, when I need him most 
and he isn’t there for me that is when I 
believe in him most. When I feel 
completely disconnected from my 
energy in the universe that is when I 
believe in him.  If he didn’t torture me 
why would I need him? 

There is only myself. There are only 
holes. Fill them, with what? Sediment. 
Bullshit. 

I crossed out the name
To fill in the body of 
What could not be
Because you are long dead 
So you are here hugging me
With your immense frame
Suffocating the loneliest parts
With shimmering density 
You are wiping the loneliest parts
All over my mouth-guts
Suckling out the ugly
Neon lips 
Create distance
Calling to where the road never ends 



To circle back on itself
How mad we have to be to
Believe we can grow up enough
To control it. 

I love you touching me. I want you 
touching me. I want to bask in it. I love 
being just a woman. I love being just a 
small woman. Microscopic. I love you 
controlling me. I am wide. I am wide. I 
want you touching me. I am wide. I 
want to bask in it. 

You and I
marshaling out the forces 
to police our cells, holes
and the holes of the whole system
the loneliest parts sinking into
their muscle
getting used to this place
adapting to the symmetry 
the hole on the other side of the pond.

I crossed the country, the dust
Into the twirling fingers of 
slug words, 
sleepy alphabet 

It rained today without you. 



You and I
the candles laughing on our heads
Was it a surprise to find out 
We were both liars
Shocked out of consciousness into
deep seed ash regret 
 
You are hugging me with your shadows
Impartial to where my head rests like I 
am just a woman
Silent before your great cock, 
submitting into your warm
Setting skin, the folds of soft shadows, 
my loneliest parts
Resting beneath you, inside you, 
gutting out what’s left
Of the old furniture;
getting rid of the ashes
crossing the country, the dust 
the stifling desert, flooded forest—
burdened with the uncanny touch
of your cock

but it’s not so bad.  

I crossed out the shadows, 
Of desire, weight, impulse—



I crossed out the name. 

Allow me to recognize 
My own feet, when 
Outside of you 
There is only noise. 

Making sense of the senseless, 
undoing the constructs, the concepts, 
the institutions that we pretend are 
real—watch them watch you, record 
what’s happening; your migration from 
plain to plain in this arbitrary spinning 
landscape. You don’t know anything. 
It’s just for you now; to have and to 
love, to throw away, to fuck, to 
deliberate, to punish; whatever you 
want it’s for you and one day it will be 
for them because everyone needs 
some silence and everyone needs a 
second opinion, it’s not too irrational to 
think that all the opinions in the world 
aren’t just miserable mistakes made by 
some god, redeemed by his own 
absence, his own loss, of us; who left 
who?  Language loves god gives way 
to certain feelings, to something not 
quite sayable that you and I both 
understand, perhaps differently, but 



equally and that that understanding 
may carry us very far into each other, 
so far that it is almost like you are 
reading my gut.

1. Dialectic is eating me from the 
inside out 

2. Where do you keep me?
3. Form 
4. Where do I fit? 
5. Write something empty
6. submit
7. regret
8. reflect 
9. explode          

Leisure, pleasure, boredom: revenge 
against the monotony of the system. 
Which system you ask? All systems. 

What’s your form you ask? All form. All 
form is my form. I don’t own form, I own 

nothing. I am a hat; I am a piece of 
moss; I am my own asshole, god’s 

hole, grace holes. I am the ever wilting 
tube in my pussy.

Stranger, neighbor, lover, witch; I am 
your rub back,



Your séance, your slayer. I fuck you 
and fondle the nerves between

Your skin. I layer the dim in darkness. I 
black. I sooth. I black.

What’s hole is whole. At the root of 
dialectic is dialectic itself.

let envy stink

LOVE CRIME

The culture is coming undone around 
us.
 I’m           having               trouble                  
putting                      what                       
I                   own                           into                                  
form. Formatting 
these feelings 
so you can 
understand them.                             I 
hate you. 

I don’t know if I’m 15 or fifty.        I hate 
you. 



I don’t know where the feeling ends and 
you, 

You 

Begin.But the form is already 
these specters 
The Culture is coming undone
I’m                having 

These feelings
So you can
Understand them.               I hate you.  

You

beginBut the form is already
these specters
                        coming undone 
          

feelings

you

You



begin          the form

           undone 

You 

The following material is sampled from 
an interview with NOWAVE punk 
princess Lydia Lunch and an 
anonymous article found in a 1982 
GoodHouseKeeping magazine: 

Ten years ago which isn’t that long 
I was in a relationship I knew I shouldn’t 
have gotten into—
I always thought that Ted and I had a 
pretty 
good marriage, I knew it, absolutely 
not to go there. After 32 Years I felt
I could look back with pride and 
satisfaction
at the things we’d achieved together,
the cost of the devastation



of the relationship was nothing
in comparison to the
beauty and the genius
that I thought not only that he showed 
me—
We had three terrific children. I’d quit 
my job 
as an elementary school teacher 
Ted had worked hard to build up his law 
practice
and provide us with a comfortable 
home
—but that then I was able to put into 
song and music and literature 
afterwards. 

Lately, though, something had felt 
wrong
the key is to know when to get out.
Ted seemed preoccupied and there 
was a
distance between us I’d never felt 
before
It’s like the same method that I have 
living in cities
I always knew I would be in a city for 
two 
or four years and that’s the length of my 
relationships



I sensed his eyes avoiding mine. 
I’d ask him about his day, 
or tell him about mine and realize 
he hadn’t heard a word of what I said. 

Our lovemaking had become less 
frequent
I knew going in this has a cutoff period 
and
I would often tell the men when I was 
younger 
we have two years lets make
the most of it and see what happens. 
Finally one night I asked him what’s 
wrong. 
“If there’s a problem just tell me.” I said. 
Then I read a book sometime later
that said well actually
the chemical reaction of being
in love  after two years completely 
changes
and then you either decide 
to get into a longer term relationship 
Ted looked at me directly and 
thoughtfully 
for the first time in months
where the chemical reaction of that 
extreme excitement is going to mutate



into something that’s more affectionate 
and less exciting, 
“You’re right” he said “we do have to 
talk. I can’t put it off any longer.”
Well, no wonder I already knew 
instinctively that after two years it was 
NEXT. 
“I want a divorce.” He said.
But that was the folly of youth. 
You can enjoy that in your youth
and then we have to
decide what we want.
I felt the blood drain from my face. 
“What are you talking about?”
I stammered. Ted couldn’t be serious!
I mean maybe it would be better if 
we just had relationships that lasted 
one night or six months or one year 
and before they divest—
before they got ruinous and damaging 
we 
just said with intellect and grace—
My god,” I said suddenly, “there’s 
another woman isn’t there?”
I think women need to get more in 
touch with their masculine side. 
Finally Ted confessed. “It’s Betty. I’m in 
love with her. I want to marry her.”



Men need to get more in touch with 
their feminine side.
My mind reeled, trying to take in what 
was happening. Betty was Ted’s 
secretary. She was 28—young enough 
to be his daughter—and what was 
more, she was married. 

We need to erase these boundaries 
and definitions about what we are or 
who we are sexually or by gender and 
I think ummmm we’d all be a lot happier 
if we could embrace more of the 
totality of the experience of being 
human

how could it have happened without my 
knowing?

I think you have to really listen 
to the other person with 
no prejudice with no judgment, . 
I thought of Betty’s sudden interest in 
golf  
shortly after Ted had taken up the 
game.
Accept what they are and what they 
want.



Ted’s phone calls to say he was 
working late again.
And never judge them and decide then 
what you can, 
how you can facilitate and how they will 
facilitate you.
I remember the time when Ted and 
I spent the weekend in the mountains 
and Betty and Bill showed up at the 
bungalow. 
“We were passing through and thought 
we’d say hello” 
she said with sly innocence 
and I believed her, inviting them to stay 
for the day.
After lunch however, when we went 
outside,
Ted and Betty suddenly vanished.
For two hours Bill and I made awkward 
small talk
I think the most satisfying is to feel 
complete inhibitions with someone
I’m sorry Ted said when he and Betty 
finally showed up.
 “We followed a path in the woods and 
got lost.”
Knowing that no matter what you say or 
what you want or do that they’re not



gonna be disgusted or horrified or upset 
by it 

How could I have been such a fool? 
Yet even now, after Ted had told me
he was leaving, I refused to believe 
him.
Or even take too personally because so 
much of what we want or need is
 beyond the other person
“Let’s face it. My work is my life and 
Betty has become a part of it.”
and we’re just, we should be just
happy that we can yah no, 
I’m using the word ‘use’ but I don’t 
mean it in a negative way,
that we can facilitate each other’s 
desires
for that moment in time 
I tried to convince him that it was just a 
phase
and I think that if we just dropped um 
yah 
that if we were just more comfortable 
with 
ourselves as well. Being able to admit 
exactly what you 
want and that’s difficult to find someone 



that you can really just let it all hang out 
with. 
Long into the night I argued, pleaded, 
cried

I had very successful relationships
where I kept a lot
hidden cause I would go to other 
people 
to have those needs satisfied 
so I mean it really depends on the 
situation. 
“Doesn’t our marriage mean anything to 
you? 
How can you take 32 years of 
marriage and toss them aside!”

Sometimes you know having umm 
many different closets where you 
keep different parts of your personality
is not a bad thing if you really want to 
spare the other person
out of sheer exhaustion 
I eventually slept a few hours. I hoped 
to wake up
and find it was all a bad dream
but that’s why maybe we all need to be 
bigamists 



or polygamists maybe we all need six 
husbands and six wives. 
that everything would be the same as 
before in the morning
—and for a few precious moments 
everything did feel the same
maybe we need to bring back the 
commune. 
I made Ted sunnyside up eggs, his 
favorite;
maybe we just need to accept how 
other people are 
he drank his coffee from the mug with 
Dad written on it, 
which the kids had given him years 
before
if they need six other lovers don’t take it 
personally
 be happy that you can give each other 
what you can give each other
he spread his muffin with my 
homemade plum jam 

I think part of the problem with 
relationships
is we’re forced into thinking oh we’re 
gonna find the one person that’s 
gonna solve everything that’s 
gonna give us everything 



but when he glanced at his watch he 
said, 
“I’ve got to go, Betty’s waiting for me,”
why do we put such pressure, burden 
on another person?
I don’t want to put the burden of my 
needs on another person, 
I watched my husband finish packing 
his bags.
But I want to be able to be honest about 
them. 
Then he said goodbye and walked out 
the door—
and I stood there, my world in pieces. 

That’s the fine line. 



ENTITLED YOUNG CUNT

he cannot hold you
the way your sweat drips
out of the corners of his skull
after he’s had too much to drink 
and it looks like he could shoot up
or drive his car into a tree.

he cannot wait for you
to get your shit together
and open fire on all the voices 
in your head that make both of you
feel ugly, guilty, drained of all sympathy
for other human beings because 
of the envy and resentment, the drain, 
the brain drain you feel for yourself. 

your ego is drying out, it’s suffocating 
me. 

he is relying on you to make the bed



to water the plants, to feed the cat
he is relying on your stability in order
that he can undress 
all over the toilet

he cannot hold your weight
the muscle you’ve worked up
into your thigh and around your 
gut, he cannot hold your temperature 
long enough to make you cum.

he is talking and talking at me. he is 
talking over me, through me. he is a 
poet. he references his cock. he is tired 
of all the bullshit, tired of all the bullshit, 
tired of all the bullshit. he references his 
cock, his heroin. he is too much of a 
pussy for heroin. he is a poet. he hates 
poetry, he says poetry is dead, he 
hates himself, he says he is dead. 

he told me to get off the internet, 
to stop filling my head with other 
peoples neurosis, to loosen up the 
scum piling up into my gut, sticking to 
the walls, he told me it causes infection, 
that I’m wielding cancer in my ovaries, 
that my brain will rot. 



what a better person I could be if I 
could get off the internet.

what if I could leave myself alone? 
what if I could leave my poem alone?
let it stand as it is, as it came, without 
half a list of names to Wikipedia. 

what if I could leave myself alone? 
he thinks all I have to do is get off the 
internet. he thinks the internet is in 
charge of me. 

his ass holes running spectacular juices
moaning for affection as if
it is you that must cradle him
bandage his wounds that
he made himself. 

she is  a poet who references her pussy 
as if it were a cock. she is silent, she is 
awake, she is listening. she doesn’t 
know where her cock came from. 

they are clean. their work is only work, 
there is no experience, there is no 
impulse, no meaning, no god. they 
don’t want that kind of poetry. that 
poetry is dead. if only I could get off the 



internet I wouldn’t hate them. if only I 
could get off the internet I wouldn’t 
judge them. they write poems about the 
internet. 

he is a little boy sitting alone 
on the black cement waiting for his 
mother to come home, waiting for her to 
gain consciousness
the blackness of his scowl is uncanny 
for his little face 
even the school nurse, the guidance 
counselor
and his favorite English teacher 
don’t know where to hide it. 

his scowl is so black it glows.  

I’ve loved a plethora of men
who understand me.  

Because I am torn and loose inside, 
Like something to mother and admire; 
my mother my father, my child-self, my 
vacuum, possession;

full ego: it must be mine
terrible hypocrisy: possession is 
impure. 



I want to be closer to god. 
 
This is not confessional. I don’t need to 
go to confession. I have no deals with 
gods or devils or publishers. 

This is the source. Here I am in 
the grip. The seeds of ash energy. 
Here I commune through the dead; old 
energy, old spirits, ex-boyfriends, 
dreams, blood—stay awake, stay with 
me the wilderness, eyes and ears open 
to the spine of existence, the intensity 
of being…
words muddled in the architecture of 
“poetry” or “prose”  you’ll forget them. 
But the feeling will stay with you, the 
blood inside each word will stay with 
you. 

Women can’t understand how 
feral it is

How much it needs to be me not 
them 

Women can’t understand that it 
isn’t about them

That they have to move on from 
being the topic of attention and make 
room for me me me me me me me me 



me me me me me me me me me me 
me me me me me me me me me me 
me me me me me me me me me me 
me me  me me me me me me me me 
me me me me me me me  

Men understand, they have to 
castrate themselves. 

But they must maintain a strong 
representation of masculinity 

They have to figure out how to 
be men without a cock. 

Women think it’s about ego or 
love or even sex. Men don’t care about 
these things, they care about 
castration. They care about death. Any 
man who wants to fuck isn’t a real man 
unless he’s fucking you without a cock. 

My dad isn’t a real man. 

he cannot hold you 
under the covers
without the lights 
on



he cannot fuck you 
without holding your hands
behind you like you are his cock
you are not his cock

get off me, get in me, fuck me, 
love me, put me to sleep

bore me out of constipation, bore 
me out of my holes

I need to escape this destiny, I 
need to make amends with whoever

I pissed off

I didn’t mean to say that you 
weren’t a man. I didn’t mean to say that

Women don’t understand, you 
do, you do, you are better than me. 

I don’t mean to make it dramatic, 
I’m sorry I said it like that, I don’t think I 
know anymore than you do, I don’t think 
I’m better at sex. What’s sex? What’s a 
cock? Whose holding who now? I’m 
sorry. 

Just tell me it will be okay. You 
don’t even know me, just tell me,

Just tell me, just take me 
seriously, just think I’m cool. I don’t 



want to force you. I don’t want to make 
you do it. I don’t want to trick you or 
manipulate you. Or make you feel 
entertained and loved.

I am not an artist. I don’t 
know any more words. Put me to 
sleep. I’m dumb, I’m empty, 
where’s my cock? 

I just want to ask for what I want, 
what I need, I can differentiate…I am a 
smart, stable young person, I am a 
mature young adult, I can ask nicely, 
and with lots of sympathy in my 
voice…I can submit to you…

I need you to want me. I need 
you to think I’m better than they are. 

I need you to be willing to 
outcast everything around you for me. 

I need you to cut off your cock, 
but it’s not submission. I’m not asking 
you to submit, don’t submit, fight; don’t 
fucking talk to me like I’m a smart, 
stable young person, like I’m a mature 
young adult, like I can ask nicely, like I 



can submit to you, fuck you, this is not 
about submission it is about 

Candor. 

Do whatever you want with me, 
make me bloody, stupid, make me your 
whore, your gimp, your child. I’m up for 
grabs. I’m disinterested in the character 
you’ve created, I want your ribs. 

I’m interested in the stink; in the 
dirt; in the way things crumble inside of 
us as if there is no escape, in the way 
that you and I are not only brother and 
sister, we are the original man and 
woman, we are the sin, the steak, the 
cross, we are the limp dick of god. 

He is so bored by us, or is it that 
we are just morphing into adolescents, 
all of us, the whole nation, the whole 
world are coming closer and closer to 
staying fifteen forever and god is having 
a laugh with his buddies, watching 
these movies, these human flicks and 
we want to please him so much, we 
don’t want to bore him so we create 
spectacular innovative stories to be 
told, tales to embark on, endless 



tragedies. We are the entertainment for 
a fickle and fucking needy god. He 
needs it all fast, right away, he needs to 
watch the whole series in one night. 

Men watch me. Men like 
watching pretty women

But I am not pretty
But they are not stupid

The performance is over. 
The character is dead. 

Change seems to come when no one 
wants it
Right at the very moment where it starts 
to feel comfortable
Even in the hell of it, even in the worst.

A woman’s dog was hit by a car
Then she was diagnosed with breast 
cancer
Then her husband, a construction 
worker, died in a
Freak accident when a house fell on 
him: 



At the funeral, she sat: dogless, 
breastless, husbandless. 
My mom went over to her took her hand 
and said ‘anything you need’
The Woman cried and cried. My mom 
and I went over to her house a few 
months later; Her hair was growing 
back already, she had lots of color in 
her cheeks, but as we walked in the 
door she started crying hysterically, my 
mom ran to her and said “oh I know, I 
know it’s okay. It’s hard I know.” And 
the woman said, “It’s not that. I just, I 
just won the lottery.” But she wasn’t 
crying out of joy. She couldn’t handle it. 
She had resigned herself to being the 
woman with the worst luck, someone 
who would have to make the best from 
the a bad situation and it worked, it fit, 
she resigned herself, she took on the 
burden of all that pain; how could she 
on top of all that pain take on the 
burden of good luck as well?

The role you play and the truth, 
separate.

They are neither symmetrical nor 
symbiotic.

They overlap, they reveal one 
another. 



They might even enhance the 
other. 

The truth lies in the existence of 
experience, 

But objective truth, or ideal truth, 
lies in longing,

Lies in the precariousness of 
experience, the never

Quite being sure; submission 
that doubts itself

Candor that understands its 
falsity. 

Experience is what you have 
before you die, it is not work though it 
comes from work. Candor is what you 
have when you live experience. A new 
word for ‘truth’. 

Life into pieces
Goes thin 
Around poetry 
That claims that it’s dead

Around authors who claim
Form is all
Form is nothing, 
But structures distracting from 



Ethers 

I love you. I love you. I love you. 

I dreamed of a classroom last night. 
There was a relentlessly boring 
conversation, I raised my hand, I was 
called on, I looked up at the blackboard 
at the jumble of shapes and letters 
written on it and when I spoke, the 
shapes and letters shifted into words, I 
spoke the characters and gave them 
meaning. When I was done the 
blackboard read: 

the relationship between THE ROLE 
you play and THE TRUTH

Being sweet costs you a lot, don’t be 
too sweet, don’t write too sweet, don’t 
love too sweet because even though 
guys and chicks will fall in love with you 
that’s all they’ll do and you’ll just be the 
girl that people fall in love with. Don’t be 
too precious, too tipsy, too high 
because you’ll lose yourself in the 



miracle of your enjoyment and hate 
yourself later. 

Pleasure, real pleasure, the kind that 
you can stick yourself inside, is hard to 
find. Get off the internet. Stop spell 
checking. Go shoot a deer, go sit in the 
playground and think about your 
childhood, whatever it takes to be a 
little bit more happy than the world 
intends for you to be, not because 
you’re a woman or black or white or gay 
or shitty at your job or support Jesus or 
the Quran or don’t eat meat or protest 
ObamaCare or watch a ton of TV, but 
because god is bored of humans and 
we are bored of god. He’s not dead, 
just bored. Artaud says gods an ass-
hole. That he is literally the hole where 
the shit comes out of, all the beautiful 
excretion, all that dirt, that drip. 

Isn’t that what patriarchy is? Just hating 
your dad and blaming it all on him and 
taking as little responsibility as possible 
because it was destiny anyway? Isn’t 
that what tragedy is? Maybe that’s why 
I don’t like writing clear characters and 
clear plots because when I do I feel like 



I’m lying because ultimately it’s all 
serving a system of self identification 
my gut doesn’t feel is right 

Fuck you dad. Fuck you god. Dad’s and 
gods like to hear that their daughters 
are unhappy with them. God is just as 
bored with us as we are with him. I 
hope god likes this poem. I hope he 
likes it more than the editor of some 
journal likes it. 

I really, really love my dad, and I really, 
really love god and I really, really love 
men. Men of all colors and shapes; big 
dicks, small dicks; soldiers, musicians, 
philosophers; old men, young men…

But I’m just an entitled young cunt 
looking to get my teeth opened up by 
the universe because inside each tooth 
is a little imprint of god’s kiss, fossilized 
spit waiting to be unearthed by angel 
archeologists trying desperately to pull 
the universe back together. 

Beginning my ending with a 
coordinating conjunction in order to 



subtly not totally pacify my fantasy 
cause I can barely keep up with myself. 

The most reasonable thing to believe is 
that there is a god, that chaos theory 
leaves a chasm of hope left for those 
people who are romantic, or 
overinvested and paranoid in their own 
ineptitude, who need to understand 
themselves through the other and are 
too scared or cynical to look at their 
own neighbor to do so. 

break the figure of  “yourself”. Destroy 
‘I’ from the inside out. 

idolize: impossibility, impotency, 

derelict, displaced
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1. inflammation 2. baking powder 3. 

sweat stains 4. bloody caul  5. 

wilderness

These things that I thought I had fully 
grasped, these ideas no longer feel 
graspable. Like they are slipping away. 
I feel out of touch with how other people 
might interact in the world, not like I am 
different, but like I am witnessing the 
vulnerability of definition and precision.  
Some people might say that I am 
witnessing the failure of form, and some 
times form does fail because it erodes 
the essence of passion, and 
grace interconnected experiences 
based upon primal desire. When 
passion and grace are eroded then 
what is art? It is institutional. It is 
working to become a product. Fuck 
that. Don’t we have enough products? 

This part is not a product. You can’t sell 
me, fuck you. This is the part where 
form takes it’s direction from impulse, 
where form is not mended, shaped, 



slashed. Skinned from the inside out. 
This is the part that no one wants to talk 
about. The power struggle between 
form and content, the power struggle 
between body and mind, where mind 
left to its own devices takes a whirl 
around itself and eats itself. I hope I’m 
eating you, I hope you feel consumed 
and crazy like I do because I want 
sympathy I want you to understand how 
hard I’m working, how much effort I’m 
putting into all this, please, please see 
me, recognize me, understand me. 

Don’t understand me, no one can 
understand me I’m too special, I’m 
godly. They made me of the ethers and 
I chose to be more like them than like 
you, I’m not human, I hate you. I won’t 
write for you, I won’t write for the 
institutions, I’ll write for the ugliness, the 
chloroform, the opaque and under 
privileged, the overly emotional, the 
insane, the retarded. I’ll write for the 
people who will never read this 
because they don’t know how. 

I’ll write raw, dead words, simple words, 
I’ll write and write and one day I’ll teach 



others to write, and write and I will tell 
them not to write for the past, or the 
present, but the future. I will tell them to 
resist the desire to conform and give in 
to what is most comfortable and easy. I 
will tell them to suffer and stay alive. 

You make art. You give yourself 
permission to resist the order.  You are 
beautiful. Don’t be ashamed of your 
skills, whether you’re a computer 
technician or painter, or friend or 
mother. Don’t be afraid of your instincts 
and your desires. There were times to 
be afraid. We have reached a new time. 

‘But poetry I thought poetry is dead?’

he is awake
he will write new words
that resemble old words 
in order to show he has mastered the 
form

he will write new words about his cock
about the formation of society
he will destroy us with his songs about 
nothing



he will destroy us with his desire for 
castration

he will destroy us because we will let 
ourselves be destroyed.   

DOCTRINAL

It’s an ego maniacal force field, red, 
stiffy

cummed into by the poet-laureates, 
string cheesed together

by big-macs and phonographs
“Thing”

It’s freedom in the original Zine
to commonplace complain about

privilege, starved of any actual suffering
“Concept” 



It’s shooting up air. Air noise. Air baby. 
Good poem. Bad place. Bad people, 

bad vibes.

How many people did you kill today?

It’s guilty. It’s fresh. It’s nuanced. It’s 
sheek. It’s unaware of its bullshit.

Every time that a reviewer says 
something like ‘this author refuses to 
conform to convention’ or ‘absolutely 

the most original book of this 
generation’ they solicit conformity.

Form makes us human. Form makes us 
human. Form makes society. Form 

judges and judges not my ego is so big. 
Heart is so big. There is so much fire. 

There is so much earth chaos bile
 vomit cum spit

rub drugs hard entitled
love crime forest rub my back

slayer witch hunt
bitch cunt

black

rhetor: rhythm, grace, attitude



cum on their own 

I want the authority to love me and to 
love my rebellion. I am rebellious. Sea 
turtle. Magnetic. Bad-ass. Why have so 
many strangers called me a bad-ass? 

they are magnetic.

They want to punish me for doing 
nothing, but doing nothing is the only 

thing they don’t know how to do.

S—

s sat on the floor until he was tired then 
went to sleep
s played his guitar with his cat
s danced in the rain with his mom
s played the guitar
s smoked until his lungs were gone
s liked wine
s go to bed

s sat on the floor until he was tired then 
got in bed
s was not conceptual
s liked to hunker down with a bottle of 
whiskey and his guitar



s is nice
s danced with his mom
s wrote a song about his mom
s likes his mom
s is not was
s is is 
s I like

s got up and played the guitar
s wrote a song about love
s wrote  a song about love gone wrong
s wrote a song about love gone wrong 
before it went wrong and while it was 
going wrong and after it went wrong

s wrote a song about love about me
s likes his cat
s is his cat
s is s
s go to bed
s is tough
s went to bed with a cigarette hanging 
out of his mouth
s woke up in the night to smoke a 
cigarette
s likes to smoke
s likes to play the guitar
s woke up and went to bed
s played the guitar 



s is my name
s shaved my pussy
s ate my cum
s thought long and hard
s fed his cat
s starved
s died
s grew up to be a man
s plays with toys
s feels too much
s likes his mom
s misses his mom
s likes to please
s likes to please
s likes to  play the guitar
s served me breakfast in bed
s went to the grocery store
s unscrewed the desk
s put sprinkles on my ice cream
s taught me how to drive
s drove me
s died

s steered the kitchen in the right 
direction
s ate so many chips
s walked in the woods
s fucked in the woods
s calls his ex-girlfriends



s hates his ex-girlfriends
s likes sprinkles
s likes not doing the laundry
s does not like stink bugs
s is small
s is real
s is smiling
s is alive
s has a heart
s has guts
s is miniature
s plays with toys
s drank
s died
s is overrated
s is sentimental 
s is noisy
s is hard
s is inside me
s is fucking my brains out
s is trying to get to the bottom of the 
hole
s is the hole
s is the hole
s is the hole
s is fun
s takes pictures
s wakes up
s takes a shower



s shampoos
s doesn’t cut his hair
s shaves his beard 
s is tired
s plays the guitar
s drinks his whiskey
s makes a sandwich
s forgets me
s shrivels up
s died
s knows too much
s is nice
s is happy
s is alone
s is at his house
s is his house
s smells like his house
s smells like me
s is okay
s is smiling
s is shouting at me to get out
s is holding me tight
s is holding  his cat
s meets my parents 
s cooks dinner
s laughs at the people I hate
s laughs
s watches it snow 
s goes offline



s stays offline
s forgets me
s witnesses me
s needs me
s struggles
s mourns
s writes a postcard
s is okay
s stops drinking
s doesn’t shout
s haunts me
s shows me off
s loves showing me off
s pulls me on his lap
s writes a song
s plays the guitar 
s struggles
s takes his pills
s drinks his whiskey
s makes margaritas
s makes gumbo
s is the south
s is an old soul

s loves his dad
s is warm
s is pink
s grew out of the south
s charms



s falls asleep with the lights on
s remembers what he came back for
s goes to bed
s lies down
s looks at his wall
s writes my name
s misses me
s wants to call me a whore
s listens
s doesn’t call me a whore
s is sad
s is tired
s go to sleep
s misses his mom
s has clean hair
s is awake
s doesn’t feed his cat
s plays his guitar
s writes a song about spirits
s writes a song about breaking up
s writes a song about identity
s writes a song about sex
s writes a song about desire
s writes a song about anger
s writes a song about envy
s writes a song about death
s holds himself
s is himself
s plays the guitar



s is his songs
s lives through his songs
s mourns through his songs
s parties through his songs
s dies through his songs

s comes home
s knocks on the door
s buys the groceries
s feeds the cat
s buys the chocolate
s brings the candles
s lives through his songs
s stays awake
s writes his songs
s is tired
s is mad
s is pissed off
s forgets me
s is alone
s plays the guitar
s picks out a shirt
s doesn’t brush his hair
s doesn’t feed the cat
s is alone
s smokes a cigarette
s drinks his whiskey
s falls asleep
s writes a song about form



s writes a song about love
s is a creator
s is a producer
s cannot die
s is old energy
s is old spirit
s is recycled
s sits in his room
s is bored
s writes a song
s is pleasure
s is never out of time
s is full
s is potent
s is ripe
s always longs
s will always love
s will never die
s doesn’t know convention
s doesn’t seek to fit in
s doesn’t want fame
s doesn’t know rules
s hates the system
s rebels against everything but love
s is a lover
s is his love
s is his songs



s sucks in books
s doesn’t go to school
s waits in line
s uses my toothbrush
s sucks my clit
s holds my sweater in the rain
s unzips my dress
s picks me up off the floor
s watches me kick over the table
s watches me rip open my guts
s puts out the fire
s holds my hand
s leaves the room
s argues badly
s regrets
s explodes
s reflects 
s submits
s is like me
s is old
s carries his weight broadly
s circles around climax
s is never indifferent
s is never guilty
s performs
s writes a song
s picks up his guitar
s picks up his whiskey
s fell in love



s wrote a song
s went away
s fell in love
s met an addict
s was an addict
s went a way
s loved
s loves
s will never die
s is pure
s is indifferent 
s is guilty 
s is harmonized 
s is a sculpture
s needs upkeep
s needs silence
s needs to be alone
s is different than me
s is not anxious
s is soft
s is quiet
s is soft
s makes the room laugh
s riles up the conversation
s rolls his eyes
s lights the stove
s cleans the refrigerator
s drives to the train
s plays the guitar



s kissed me goodbye 
s drives me away

s knows what is true
s knows where we stand 
s is my secret
s is my tummy
s hides his fingers in me
s hides his songs in me
s buries me with his songs
s is like my mother
s is like me
s is not conceptual
s is not empty
s does not fit in
s does not write for anyone but himself
s is not greedy
s does not hate
s does not mind if you cry
s does not mind if you get drunk and 
dance
s is only waiting 
s is only waiting

s is only —

    DEATH OF THE SYMBIOT



i won’t buy that 

feeling
without its opposite

orbiting 
out of great need 
for symmetry

because symbiosis is dead 

There is no sense or choice,
both body and mind must relieve 
themselves, 
they must find repose in flux
they must resign themselves to one 
another
mind over to the other side of its silence
to the other side of the pond
crossing the country, the desert, the 
music,
the heartache

to the body’s stubble, its girth, 
its finding its way out of itself 
by whatever means it has. 



art making becomes inevitable. 

impulse will infiltrate the surface of 
whatever form you find yourself 
consumed by; the angels fill the holes. 
Fuck the angels. 

Finality is a suggestion.




